Familiar Terms and Symbols

- $=, <, >$ (equal, less than, greater than)
- Array (arrangement of objects in rows and columns)
- Equal parts (parts with equal measurements)
- Equal shares (pieces of a whole that are the same size)
- Fraction (e.g., $\frac{1}{3}, \frac{2}{3}, \frac{3}{3}, \frac{4}{3}$)
- Half of, one third of, one fourth of, etc. ($\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{3}, \frac{1}{4}, \frac{1}{6}, \frac{1}{8}$)
- Halves, thirds, fourths, sixths, eighths ($\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{3}, \frac{1}{4}, \frac{1}{6}, \frac{1}{8}$)
- Number line
- Partition (divide a whole into equal parts)
- Whole (e.g., 2 halves, 3 thirds, etc.)